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INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the parabolic equation 
with x = (x1,. . ., x,) and U -4 on the boundary. The treatment is in 
?a + 1 dimensional space E" +*. 
The main part of this investigation is devoted to obtaining estimates 
for the solution U of Eq. (A) in terms of 4, f. and the coefficients in the 
equation. The results obtained (see Theorem IV) compare favorably 
with the best known ones for elliptic equations (see Schauder [l]). 
The method used is similar to that developed for the study of elliptic 
equations by Schauder whose results were an improvement over the 
earlier ones of Lichtenstein and Sternberg (see Schauder p, p. 1271). 
The results obtained (e.g., Theorem IV), while intrinsically interesting, 
are also a prerequisite for the study of existence theorems for boundary 
value problems of nonlinear parabolic equations by the Leray-Schauder 
method. (An idea of their role in this method may be gained by an 
examination of the corresponding situation in the elliptic case as it is 
treated, for example, in Leray and Schauder [3].) The other prerequisite 
for the application of this method, the establishment of a priori bounds, 
will not be treated in this paper. 
Although the establishment of the estimates of Theorem IV was the 
main purpose of this investigation, Theorem V, which is obtained as a 
by-product of this theorem, is an improvement of known results of 
Rothe [4] and Dressel [5] for existence theorems for parabolic equations. 
Theorem V requires only Holder conditions on the coefficients in Eq. (A). 
Throughout the paper constant reference is made to Schauder [l, 
and Barrar [6]. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with these papers. 
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BASIC DEFINITIONS 
We will be concerned with the solution of the Dirichlet problem for 
parabolic equations in an open set R in real Euclidean n + 1 dimensional 
space E” + l. In order to simplify the notation we will consider R as a 
cylinder set, i.e., R = R,, x [0, T] where R, is a bounded connected 
set in Euclidean n-dimensional space. However, all our results appl\ 
to more general regions. We write the coordinates of an arbitrary point p 
of En+l as (xi+, . . . , x,9, P). The most general equation that we deal 
with will be of the form1 
L(U) = 2 aij U,;i - U,, + 2 b; U,; + dJ = f 
where a,i, bi, c and f are all functions of (xi,. . . , .Y,, t) which will be defined 
more precisely later, 
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FIG. 1. The region R. 
By the Dirichlet problem we mean a solution U of Eq. (1) whose 
derivatives shown in (1) are continuous in the interior of R and which 
continuously approaches the continuous boundary value r$ on the boundary 
of R. (By the boundary of R, we mean the base of the cylinder together 
with the lateral side, i.e., in Fig. 1 the boundary of R is the arc, a’abcdee’.) 
Such a solution will be called regular. Doetsch [7, Section II] has a very 
interesting discussion of much more general concepts of a solution but we 
will restrict ourselves to regular solutions. 
For equations of type (I), Gevrey [8, paragraph 181 (see also Doetsch 
[7, p. 511 and Courant-Hilbert [9, p. 2751) has proved the basic Lemma. 
1 We will use the notation U>i = aU(x,. . . , x,, t)/axi; UJ = au&,, . . , .% t)/at; 
(.r,ii = avyx,, , x,, t)pxi ax,. 
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LEMMA 1. Let U(p) be a regular solution of the homogeneous equa- 
tion (1) (i.e., f = 0), with boundary values 4. Let the matrix (ajj) be 
symmetric and its quadratic form be positive definite in R,. 2 Then there 
exists a constant C(D) such that 
Moreover, 
C(D) = 1 for c < 0 
and where D is the maximum of c of Eq. (1) in the region R,. 
It follows immediately from Lemma 1 that the Dirichlet problem has 
a unique solution, for the difference of two solutions would vanish on the 
boundary, and hence, by the Lemma would vanish identically. It also 
follows from the Lemma that the value of U(p) depends only on the 
boundary values #J which have a t coordinate less than or equal to that 
of p. Hence, the Dirichlet problem for parabolic equations is really 
different than that for elliptic equations. In the future when we speak 
of boundary values affecting the value of U(p), we will mean only the 
boundary values whose t coordinate is less than or equal to that of fi. 
Ry the heat equation we will mean the equation 
S(U) = 2 U,;i - II,, = f. 
For purposes of treating parabolic equations, it is convenient to 
introduce besides the regular Euclidean distance 
qp,, p2) = 
1 
iz (x$ - xi**)2 + (tp1 - tp*J2 
between two points p, and fi,, also the d distance defined by 
a&,, p,) = 
I 
/z (Xi" - x;P~)~ + ltpl - tP*'. 
It is easily shown that d is a valid metric. 
p Rp is the subset of R all of whose time coordinates are less than or equal to 
those of p (see Fig. 1). & is the closure of Rp. 
S That is, the t coordinate of p is greater than or equal to the t coordinate of 4, 
or in Fig. 1, 4 belongs to the arc abcde. Throughout this paper when the letter C 
(subscripted or not) occurs in an inequality it means there exists a constant < CO 
such that the inequality is valid. If the constant is not absolute but rather depends 
on a quantity such as D, this will be designated by C(D). 
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We say that a function f is a-Holder continuous in a region G, for 
0 < K < 1 if there exists a constant C such that If (&) - f (&.) I< C(d(p,, pz))= 
for any two points pi, p, of G. (Throughout this paper we will only use 
the d distance in speaking of a-Holder continuous functions.) The 
greatest lower bound of all C’s fulfilling the above will be called the 
a-Holder constant for the function f in the region G, and will be denoted 
by IZaG( For an a-Holder continuous function f in the region G, we 
define the a-norm of f by: 
IlfllolG = m? (f) + KG(f). 
For sufficiently smooth functions U in the region G, we define the 
a-2 norm of U by: 
Notice that in the a - 2 norm the space and time variables are treated 
differently. 
By the d distance of a point p from the boundary of R, symbolized 
by d,(p), we mean min a($, q) where q is a point of the boundary whose t 
coordinate is less than or equal to the t coordinate of p. That is, in Fig. 1 
it is the d distance of p from the arc abcde. If S is an interior subset of 
R, by a&S, R) > 1, we mean the d distance of any point p ES from the 
boundary of R is > 1. 
SOME BASIC THEOREMS CONCERNING PARABOLIC EQUATIONS 
In this’section we will state some theorems concerning simple parabolic 
equations in analogy with some theorems that Schauder [l] quotes in 
his first chapter about elliptic equations. Some of these theorems concern- 
ing parabolic equations are proved in the Appendix; the other theorems 
are proved by obvious modifications of the proof given by Schauder in 
his first chapter. In such cases we will only refer to Schauder’s proofs. 
THEOREM A. Let U be a solution of the homogeneous heat equation in 
a region R in E”+l. Furthermore, let U assume the continuous boundary 
value cj on the boundary of R. Then the following estimate holds: 
,i,+i,...+i,+1 U@) max (&)I . 
ax,il . . . ax,% a& + 1 G C(K) aR[(p)yF I 
tq < tp 
where 
K = cii; K’ = K + in+l. 
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PROOF : See Appendix 1. 
THEOREM A’. Let 1.7 be a solution of the homogeneous equatiolz 
LsM(U) = 2 aQ U,ii - U,t = 0; det ati = N > 0; max \ayii = M (3) 
in R with contizuous bowdary value #I on the boundary of R, where ai 
is a constant symmetric matrix whose quadratic form is positive definite. 
Then there exists a cowstaszt C(K, M, N) such that 
,~,+L.+~,+qqp) 
max I&7)l . ___- 
&,~I . . . ax,“% atin+ 
/ G CK M*W [JR(p)]“’ ’ tq <P. 
PROOF : See Schauder [l, Satz A’]. 
It is appropriate to mention here that because of our definition of 
the d distance, it is a simple consequence of Theorem A’ that one can 
prove the further result: 
THEOREM A”. Under the assumption of Theorem A’, if S is an interior 
subset of R, zkth d(.S, R) > 1, thefz 
Before proceeding with the study of inhomogeneous equations, we 
need the following Lemma, which is proved in the Appendix. (See 
Appendix 2.) 
LEMMA 2. Let f be a function defined in a region R, such that /ifllaR 
exists. Then there exists a function U,, such that 
(a) U, is a solution of the heat equation 6(U,) = f in. 8. 
(b) Il4lI:z < W)IifliaR. 
tc) maXR lull < maXR Ifi. 
A corollary of Lemma 2 is the following: 
LEMMA 2'. Let f be a function defined in a region G such that 1 If/l: 
exists. Then there is a function U, such that 
(a) U, is a solution of the equation Lz,(U,) = f in G. 
(4 l/u,lIG,z < C(G, M, Wllfll,G. 
(4 maxG /us/ < max, lfl. 
4 By tq < tS we mean that the time coordinate of 4 is less than or equal to the 
time coordinate of at least one point 9 E S. 
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Moreover, if G is a rectangular fiarallele~iped W, of size lxij < 112; t < A2, 
the following estimate holds: 
[ 1 
5 llu2ll~; = cw9 NJ max f WA) + fqyf) 
zvhere C(M, N) is the constant in (b) above for W, = G. 
PROOF: See Schauder [l, Satz B, Satz B’]. 
Thus far, no estimates for the behavior of solutions in a neighborhood 
of the boundary have been derived. However, before doing this, consider 
the simple Dirichlet problem for the homogeneous heat equation in two 
dimensions for the rectangle [(0 < x < l), t > 01. 
If this solution is to have an CC - 2 norm in the closed rectangle, it 
is obviously necessary to have the boundary value rj satisfy the homoge- 
neous heat equation (2) in the corner x = 0, t = 0, i.e., at the point b 
in Fig. 1, or, in other words, besides having an a - 2 norm on the surfaces 
x = 0, t = 0, the boundary value must, furthermore, satisfy the heat 
equation in the corners. In the general case this corner condition must 
also be taken care of. This consideration motivates the following defini- 
tions : 
DEFINITION 1. A cylinder set R = R,, x [0, T], with R, a bounded 
connected set in E”, is called a region of class B - 12, if R,, as a set in E”, 
is a region of class B - h (see Barrar [6, Definition 31). This definition 
also applies to a portion of the boundary of R. (Such regions will also 
be called regions of class B,,, to designate the Holder constant a of the 
mapping.) 
DEFINITION 2. A boundary value function 4 is called compatible 
with the equation (1) L(U) = f if along the edges (i.e., boundary R,) 
the boundary values satisfy equation (1). 
We begin our study of the behavior of solutions near the boundary 
with the following theorems. 
THEOREM la. Let R be the cylinder set R, x [0, T]. Let U be a solution 
of the homogeneous heat equation zvith continuous boundary values rj on 
the boundary of R. If T, is an interior set?’ of R,, and if \\#~112Z exists 
and T,’ is an interior set of Tl and A,’ is a neighborhood of T1’, then the 
’ BY ==(I, WA) we mean maxpewiIf(P)I. 
6 That is, the boundary of T, is bounded away from the boundary of R,. 
7 It is. of course, assumed that Ai only intersects the boundary of R in T;‘, 
i= 1.2.3. 
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following estimate h.olds: 
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THEOREM lb. Under the same assum$tions as in Theorem la let fuv- 
thermore the boundary of R, contain a subset H that is ia t,una a subset of 
n’rl IZ - 1 dimensional hy;berplane. Then (see Fig. 2), 
FIG. 2. The sets Ti, T{, 
1. If T, is a subset of H x [0, T] and if ii$@2 exists and if T,’ is an 
interior set of T, and A,7 is a neighborhood of T2’, then the following 
estimate holds: 
2. If T, as an interior set of R, union H x [0, T] is the union of a 
subset T, of H x [0, T] and a subset T, of R,, with T,’ n T4’ c H’, with H’ 
an interior subset of H, and if T3’ is an interior subset of T3 and if A, is 
a neighborhood of T3’, and if, furthermore, 11r$11z2 and 1 l~$l\:~ exist and 
4 is compatible on H’ with the homogeneous heat equation, then the following 
estimate holds: 
where jl+221\ = max (ll#ll~~ IlGi~~ 
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For the proof of Theorems la and lb see Appendix 3. 
THEOREM C’. Let the sets R, H, Ti, T,‘, Ai be defined as in Theorem la 
and lb. However, now let U be a solution of Eq. (3) LiM(U) = 0. 
If Il+j@! exists (and in the case of T3 if 4 is compatible on H), then 
the following estimate holds: 
PROOF: See Schauder [l, Satz C’]. 
Combining Theorem C’ with Lemma 2’, we obtain the result. 
LEMMA 3. Let the transformation [xi’ = 2x, t’ = n2t] take R into R*, 
Ti into Ti*, Ai into A;*. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem C’, 
let us consider a solution U of the inhomogeneous equation LLM(U) = f 
in R*, U = + on the boundary of R*. Then the following estimate holds: 
llUll&4”; 
< C(M, N, R 4) [max (f, R*W + H:*(f) + (Il#/~~+ max I$j)/A2+al; 
i = 1,2,3. 
PROOF: See Schauder [l, Satz D]. 
BEHAVIOROF SOLUTIONSOFPARABOLICEQUATIONSIN INTERIORREGIONS 
From now on we will assume the following properties for coefficients 
of the parabolic equation L(U) = f. 
There exists an u and E such that 0 < 0: < cc + E < 1, and such that 
Ib”:j$-$;~~l;~;~;~ IIflL R a l1 exist. M will denote the common bound 
The matrix (a&)i . 
(4 
1s symmetric, and its quadratic form is positive 
definite in I?. As a consequence there exists a constant N such that 
det (a&)) > N > 0 for all p E R. (5) 
THEOREM I. Let the coefficients of Eq. (1) satisfy (4) and (5). FW- 
thermore, let the boundary value problem (1) have a regular solution U for 
which the a, 2 norm exists in R. Then there is a constant C(M, N, R) such 
that for any interior regioti S of R, with d(S, R) > 1 > 0, the followilzg 
estimate holds: 
/lull& < C(M,N, R) (IlfllaR + max (U, WAz++a. 
PROOF: The proof that Schauder gives [l] for his Satz 1 carries over 
to the parabolic case, with the following changes: 
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CHANGE 1: Instead of the cubes W(P, A) surrounding a point P used 
by Schauder, use the rectangular parallelepiped w(#, A) defined by 
Et a4fw~ (aw2> 01p*. 
CHANGE 2: Set PLY@, A) = ilUil~~P,n) [JR(p)]2fa, N(1) the upper bound 
of w@, A), and fi,, any point such that w&, 1) > iV(3,)/2. 
FIG. 3. The sets Q, Q1. 
CHANGE 3: Do not use an El (as Schauder does), but set directly 
Jv = m($+,, 24 ; then Lemma 2’ and Theorem A” yield directly: 
IlUll?, B CPf, NJ [max bh W/ [~id~(hJl~ + ffa”pW 
+ max (f-J, ~)/[~~(~~)l~+~l 
where w,, = F(p,, 1) and where 
jy a&o u,ij - U,: = 2 [&J,) - aij(p)lU,ij (6) 
- 2 h@J) u,i- w u + f(i4 = # 
defines #. 
B We will use the notation [al, b,; + a,; a,, b,]# to mean the rectangular 
parallelepiped: xlp - a,< xl< x1$ + b,; xp - as< xi< x+’ + a*, i = 2,. . .,n; 
@’ - a, < t < fp + b,. If a, = a,, b, = a%. then a,, b, will be omitted. 
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After these changes Schauder’s proof carries over immediately to the 
parabolic case. 
BEHAVIOROF SOLUTIONSOFPARABOLICEQWATIONS NEARTHEBOUNDARY 
For the estimate of solutions near the boundary of a region we have 
the following theorem : 
THEOREM II. Let the coefficients of Eq. (1) satisfy (4) ad (5). Fur- 
thermore, let the boundary value problem have a regdar solution for which 
the u, 2 norm exists ilz same neighborhood Q of the boundary where Q ilztersects 
the boundary in S, and furthermore, let S be a region of class B,,,,. Then 
for every smaller neigh.borhood Q1 of the boamdary contained in Q, there 
exists a cortstant C(M, N, S, Q) such that: 
PROOF: There are three types of neighborhoods Q to consider, cor- 
responding to the three types of neighborhoods Aj discussed in Theorems 
la and lb. We first note that since we are only concerned with small 
neighborhoods of points on the boundary of a region of class Ba+e,e, it 
is no loss of generality to assume the portion of the boundaries that we 
are dealing with are subsets of n-dimensional planes, and in the case of 
edges that the boundary is a subset of two orthogonal n-dimensional 
planes. For the neighborhoods that are neighborhoods of points on the 
base or on the lateral sides the method of proof given by Schauder [l] 
in his proof of Satz II, carry over with a few obvious modifications. 
These modifications are that first for boundary points q on the base (t = 0) 
that instead of Schauder’s sets QUtPj, one should use rectangular par- 
allelepipeds of the form : [* k&(q)/2; 0, (Id,(q))2], to surround the 
boundary point q where d,(q) is the d distance of q from the (12 - 1) 
dimensional boundary of S, and secondly, instead of using Schauder’s 
Hilfssatz VI, one should use our Lemma 3. Similarly, for a neighborhood 
of the boundary point q on the lateral side one should use the rectangular 
parauelepiped [&W(q)P; (~4M)2,01, and Lemma 3 instead of Schauder’s 
Qwp 
For points on the edges the problem gets a little more involved. 
Without any loss of generality let us assume the point 7 on the boundary 
has coordinates (0, 0,. . . , 0) and Q a neighborhood of 7 is of the form 
[0, 26; rt 6; 0, 4d2], and S is the intersection of Q with the boundary. 
(See Fig. 4, Case 1.) 
For any point q E S form the rectangular parallelepiped D(q, a) defined 
by [0, Id,(q); f M,(q)/Z; 0, (UI(q))2], where d,(q) is the distance of q 
from the n - 1 dimensional boundary of S. Now, as usual, assume 
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1 sufficiently small so that D(q, A) is in 0. Denote the function 
~l~l/a,2 ‘(‘A [d,(q)]‘+” by h(q, A). Let N(2) denote the upper bound of 
h(q, A). Then there exists a point q,, such that Iz(q,, I.) >/ N(A)/2 >, 0. 
The set D(y,, ?,I will be denoted by D,. There are four possibilities for the 
point qo. 
Case 1. qn E (t = 0) and x20> (M,(q,)/6). 
Case 2. q0 E (.~r = 0) and PO > (hi,(q,,)/6)~. 
Case 3. q,, E (t = 0) but xrqo< (ld,(q,,)/6). 
Case 4. q. E (xi = 0) but t40 < (jidl(q,,)/6)2. 
In Cases 1 and 2 it is possible to proceed as if there were no edge. 
For example, in Case 1 (see Fig. 4) construct the set 2D0 defined by 
[dd,(q,J/6, 7Ad,(q,)/G; + U,(q,,)/3; 0, (ild,(q,)/d)2]qo. Then by an obvious 
modification of Schauder [l, Hilfssatz II] one obtains \IU/]z < C,, (VI!:;? 
S 
FIG. 4. The sets D,. 2D,, K,,!& 
with C, independent of A. Next the set 2D, can be used to estimate the 
K - 2 norm in the set Don (t < (ld,(q,)/4)2) (see hatched portion in 
Fig. 4), just as Schauder p, Satz II] used RMI(P,J12 to estimate the a - 2 
nom in &(~,)/3. The proof is then completed exactly as Schauder 
completes his proof. Case 2 is dealt with in the same way. 
For Case 3, consider first the two sets: 
with $0 = x140 = 0 ; xi40 = xiqo, i = 2, . . , IZ 
K, = l?X7W(q,,)/6; f 24(qo)/3:0, W,hKV%u 
It is then possible to modify slightly the method used by Schauder 
[l, Hilfssatz II] to show that there exist constants C,, C, independent 
of il such that I[oiIz2 < C,lIU\\:a and I\U]lE;: < C,l/U/I2$ Then it 
follows from Lemma 3 that the cc - 2 norm of r.7 in the sets 
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4 n h < %(%)/4) an in D,, n (t < [Ad,(qO)/4]2) (see hatched portion d 
in Fig. 4, Case 3) can be estimated by values of # [see Eq. (S)] in the sets 
K, and K, just as Schauder [I, Satz II] used the sets RM~POJ12 and 
RU(P,),S. The proof is then completed exactly as Schauder completes 
his proof. Case 4 is dealt with in the same way. 
EXISTENCE THEOREMS FOR PARABOLIC EQUATIONS 
In previous sections estimates were obtained for the solution of the 
boundary value problem L(U) = f, U = 4 on boundary of R.9 In this 
section, following the ideas of Schauder [l], these estimates will be 
utilized to ob@in existence theorems for this problem. The coefficients 
in Eq. (1) will all be assumed to satisfy (4) and (5). 
We begin by remarking that if R is a region of class B,,,, and if 4 
has an cc - 2 norm on the boundary of R, then it is no loss of generality 
to assume that 4 = 0 on the boundary. For it is possible to use the 
methods in Hestenes [lo, Lemma 2 and Theorem 21 to prove that I$ can 
be extended to an a - 2 normed function @ throughout R. Then the 
solution U of the problem (1) could be written as U = U, + @ where U, 
is a solution of the problem 
L(U,) = f - L(@), 
U, = 0 on the boundary of R 
and hence we can restrict ourselves to functions of the type that vanish 
on the boundary. 
Following Schauder we can use the estimates to prove that a solution 
of Eq. (1) exists when a solution for the corresponding heat equation 
exists. This is stated more precisely in the following theorem. 
THEOREM III. Let R be a region of class B,,,,. Let the boundary 
values C$ have an a - 2 norm and be comfiatible with Eq. (1). Then the 
boundary value $roblem (2) has a solution U which has an cc - 2 lzorm in R 
if for the same region R the homogeneous heat equation always has an a - 2 
normed solution V, for boundary values y that have an u - 2 norm (i.e., 
if in R the equation 6(V) = 0, V = y on bozlndary of R always has an 
a - 2 normed solution). 
8 The Bernstein Lemma that max (U, R) < C [max 141 + max (f, R)] is 
proved for parabolic equations,’ just as for elliptic equations (see Barrar [6]. 
Appendix A.9). - 
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PROOF: \\‘e begin by remarking that in the case of elliptic equations 
the assumptions of Theorem III are well known to be satisfied; that is, 
for solutions of Laplace’s equations in regions of class B - h the solution 
has an cc - 2 norm. However, for parabolic equations this result has 
apparently not been proved. One of the purposes of this paper is to pro\‘? 
this result by Schauder’s methods. 
The assumption that the homogeneous heat equation can be solved 
implies that the inhomogeneous heat equation with vanishing boundary 
\:alues can be solved. This follows readily from Lemma 2. 
With this remark it is clear that the functionalzanalysis methods 
that Schauder [l] uses to prove the corresponding theorem for;elliptic 
equations carry over to prove Theorem III.lO 
We must now show that for regions of class B,,z the homogeneous 
heat equation always has an a - 2 normed solution, when the boundary 
values have an M - 2 norm. The existence of a solution follows from 
results of Petrowsky (see Appendix 4). The fact that the solution has 
an a - 2 norm is difficult to establish. However, since an open subset 
in the relative topology of the boundary of the right circular cylinder C: 
{&2 < 1; 0 < t < T} can always be mapped homeomorphically onto 
a similar set N [see Fig. 5(a)] of a region R of class B,,, in an CC - 2 
normed continuous fashion (see Barrar [6, Proof of Lemma 3]), it follows 
from Theorem IIIrl that it is sufficient to prove the above assertion for 
a point q and neighborhood N of the right circular cylinder C. (Besides 
the lateral walls shown in Fig. 5, this, of course, means also the base and 
edges.) Even this is very difficult to establish. First we note that by 
using spherical coordinates in the x-coordinates that we can map a 
rectangular parallelepiped E tangentially along any wall of the right 
circular cylinder C. [See Fig. 5(b).] However, during the mapping the 
heat equation will have changed its form to: 
2 U&)U,ij - U,t + ,r b;(x)U,i = 0. 
Thus, the assertion will follow if we can prove the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let E be the rectangular parallelepifled (0 < xi < 1, 
i= l,..., ?a; 0 < t < T} and let Tj, Ai be any of the sets described in 
i” It should be remarked that for the inhomogeneous heat equation to be com- 
patible with vanishing boundary values, it is necessary to have f = 0 on the edges. 
ii Or more precisely from the obvious modification of Theorem III which 
applies when 4 only has an a - 2 norm on some portion of the boundary. (See 
last two sentences in proof of Lemma 4.) 
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Theorems la, lb. Then Eq. (7), together with the bourcdary values U = 4 
zzz 
on the boundary of R, aha ys has a solution ; moreover, if 1 I$] 124 < CO 
and if the coefficients in (7) satisfy (4) and (5), thelz there exist constants 
C(&, TJ such that 
PROOF: The actual proof of this Lemma is very complicated. We will 
sketch the main ideas as they are very similar to the proofs of many of 
the Lemmas and Theorems of this paper. First, we can see by the methods 
(4 (b) 
FIG. 5 (a) Mapping of circular cylinder into region R. (b) Mapping of rectangular 
parallelepiped into circular cylinder. 
of proof of Theorems la and lb that these two Theorems still apply to 
the homogeneous heat equation, not only for the regions Ti of those 
Theorems but also to a general region Tj that contains any portion of 
C 
the boundary of R (including, for example, the case when Tj contains 
the edge xi = 0, i = 1,. . . , n; 0 < t < T), provided, of course, that 4 
is compatible on all edges. 
Secondly, the method of proof of Theorem III carries over to prove 
in the present case that if 4 has an a - 2 norm and if 4 is compatible 
on the whole boundary of z, then Eq. (7) has a solution which has an 
= 
a - 2 norm in the whole region R. Finally, if 4 only has an a - 2 norm 
on Ti, it can be uniformly approximated by a - 2 normed functions on 
the whole boundary of E and at the same time in a - 2 norm on Ti.l’ 
The validity of the Lemma then follows from Theorem II, applied to 
this approximating sequence. 
We summarize Lemma 4 and Theorem III in the following Theorem. 
r2 See Barrar [6, Proof of Lemma 21. The approximating sequence may not 
be compatible on the edge. To remedy this add arbitrarily small functions of form 
&A%, . . . %a, t) = w+$Mh,~ . . , x,) sin mt around the edge and change the 
function f slightly (in CC - norm) in the neighborhood of the edge. 
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THEOREM IV. Let R be a regi0.n of type Bz++ Let Eq. (1) satisj!! 
(4) and (5) and let the boundary value 4 have an a - 2 norm on the boundar) 
of R and be compatible with (1). Then the boundary value problem (1) has 
an. a - 2 normed solution U. Moreover, there exists a coustn.8z.t C(M, N, R) 
such that 
Approximating continuous boundary values uniformly by a - r! 
normed ones and applying Theorem I leads to the following result. 
THEOREM 1’. Under the assumption of Theorem IF’, add the follozwing 
modifications.. $ is assumed only continuous, and f s 0. Let S be an interior 
set of R with d(S, R) > 1 > 0. Thett boundary value problem (1) has a 
regular solution U, which has an a - 2 norm in S, ad there exists a 
constant C(M, hl, R) such that 
It should be remarked that Theorem V enables one to obtain esistence 
theorems for parabolic equations in much more general regions than 
regions of class Bq2. l3 It is an analogue of the Harnack second theorem 
for Laplace’s equation (see Kellogg [ll]). In fact it is a direct consequence 
of Theorem V that a bounded sequence U, of solutions of the homogeneous 
equation (1) has a subsequence which converges uniformly in 5 to a solu- 
tion of the homogeneous equation. Kellogg [ll, p. 315-3381 used this 
same consequence of Harnack’s second theorem to show the existence 
of solutions of Laplace’s equation for very general regions. Moreover, 
all but Remarks 3 and 4 of Section 13 (pp. 315-317) of the proofs 
Kellogg [ll] gives for Laplace’s equation carry over to equation (1). 
The proof applicable in the parabolic case of Remark 3 is in Petrowsky 
[12, p. 3861, that of Remark 4 is in Perron [13, Proof of Hilfssatz 2, p. 451. 
Theorem IV can be used to establish barriers (in the sense of Poincare) 
for these more general regions. 
APPENDIX 
Appendix I: Proof of Theorem d 
It is always assumed (see Carslaw [14, p. 2991; Doetsch [7, p. 451) 
that the solution of the homogeneous heat equation with continuous 
boundary values on the boundary of a rectangular parallelepiped in En+’ 
is given with the aid of the theta function 8, as Green’s function. However, 
I3 Fbr the elliptic case see Schauder [I. p. 2701. 
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the only rigorous proof that I have seen of the fact that for continuous 
boundary values the solution continuously approaches these correct 
boundary values is given in Harnack [15, Section 21. On the other hand, 
it should be pointed out that even Harnack’s proof does not cover the 
approach to boundary values near the edges. However, by some obvious 
modifications of Hamack’s proof it can be made to apply to the edges also. 
The above mentioned integral representation of the solution of the 
heat equation is analogous to the solution of Laplace’s equation for the 
sphere by the Poisson integral formula. Since you can differentiate both 
formulas under the integral sign for points away from the boundary 
and since for a general region the maximum absolute value in the region 
is taken on the boundary of the region, the proof of Theorem A follows 
from reasoning similar to that used in Barrar [6, Appendix A.l]. (Notice 
that in a transformation that leaves the heat equation invariant, that 
multiplying all Xi by ), requires multiplying t by AZ.) 
Appendix 2: Proof of Lemma 2 
A function f that is a-Holder continuous in R can be extended by the 
procedure given in Graves [16, Theorem 21, p. 1171 to an a-Holder 
continuous function throughout E” +i with the same norm (using the 
metric 6). Thus, it is possible to take a larger open set T containing R, 
and to prove the theorem for R as an interior set of T, and hence avoid 
difficulties at the boundary. 
If one defines 
u(X, t) = f(t> q)G(x, t; 5,1;1) dV’ 
where 
dV = dt,. . . d&, dq, dV’ means integrate in the subregion 
1;1< t of the region T 
and 
G(x, t; &q) = W/Vn(t - 4) exp (- (xi - &i)2/4t - q)) l6 
then U(x, t) is the desired function. 
In fact, in the analogous way that Properties 1, 2, 3 were proved in 
Barrar [2, Appendix A.21, we can obtain the following results of Levi 
[17, Paragraph S]. 
PROPERTY 1. U is continuous; max /UI < max IfI. 
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PROPERTY 2. UBi is continuous and 
U,i(x, t) = f(E, q)G,i(x, 1; 5, q) dl,“.14 
PROPERTY 3. U,ii and U,z are continuous in the region R, and in R 
they are given by the formulas: 
U,ij(x, t) = 
I 
WE, '11 - i(x, 4lG,iik t; 6,~) d" + (P/4 - &#(x, t) 
U,t(x> 4 = 
I 
[f(E,r) - fb, t)lG,t(x, t; 5~) dv' + (1 - &J/(x, 4 
. 
where 0 is a certain solution of the homogeneous heat equation in T. 
The proof of Property 4, namely: 
PROPERTY 4. U,ii and U,f are u-Holder continuous in R, and one 
has the estimates: 
(A*) 
is entirely analogous to the proof in Barrar [6, Appendix A.21 for the 
corresponding property for elliptic equations so will not be given here. 
The only new procedure is to first proceed in constant t, then constant x 
by the obvious device of writing, for esample: 
and then proving ,4* for the two terms on the right. 
Instead of spheres of radius E surrounding points (or, .Y*, t), one uses 
the set of all points (X1, Za, t) with (t - tl < E. 
In making an estimate analogous to that of integral F, of Barrar 
[S, Appendix A.21, the following integral is needed15*la: 
I1 In functions such as G(x, t. 5, q) symbols such as G,i will always mean dif- 
ferentiation with respect to x 
l5 Levi [li, p. 230-2311. 
I6 Unless otherwise specified we use the abbreviations SdE; E $? m dti; 
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m 031 
5 1s 
. . . G(x,t;E,q) (t-~)-bZI(~i-~~)“‘dV= [@/2”(A -l)]x!IT(~i+ l/d) 
.1 L r, t--E 
where A = (l/2) Zai - b + 1 and in making an estimate analogous to 
that of the integral F3 of Barrar [6, Appendix A.21, the following estimate 
is needed: There exists a C independent of ai, b, E such that 
co Jo t--E 
i ss . . . G(x, t; 5,~) (t-q)-“II(~i- ti)“idV<C&. 1516 x, .XH n 
Appendix 3 
Theorems la and lb will be proved by first proving a number of 
Lemmas. To simplify the notation all proofs are carried out in Es. There 
is no difficulty in extending them to En+l. 
Lemma A.3.1 greatly simplifies the proof because it allows one to 
work in an arbitrary neighborhood of the boundary. 
LEMMA A.3.1. In E3, let us consider solutions h, u of the homogeneous 
heat equation in the space - 00 < x1 < co, x2 > 0, t > 0. If these two 
solutions agree on S, a portion of the boundary of the space, and if Q 3 Q1, 
with Q and Q1 neighborhoods of S (see Fig. 3), thelz for a suitable C 
II@2 < llh11:,k + C max (zc - h, Boundary Q). 
Similarly, if h,, h, are two solutions of the homogeneous heat eqzlation 
defined in this space, then for a suitable C 
llhlll: < Ilhc,llF + C max (h, - It,, Boundary Q). 
PROOF: Following the reasoning employed in the proof of Lemma A.3.1 
in Barrar [6] it will clearly be sufficient to prove that a solution ,4(x, t) 
of the homogeneous heat equation that vanishes on the set S described 
above can be extended across S. 
I assert the following extension of k(x, t) fulfills this requirement 
4x1, - ~2, t) = - k(x,, 34, t) ; t > 0, (3.0) 
4x,, x.2, t) = 0; t < 0. 
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Obviously it will be sufficient to prove this assertion for a neighborhood 
of an arbitrary point q E S. Let us take, for example, the point Q: x = 0, 
f -= 0. Then the parallelepiped 1 shown in Fig. 6 is a neighborhood of 
y in Qi. If we apply the rectangular parallelepiped formula to the region II, 
with boundar!. values as defined by (3.0), we find that the solution 
L I 
q (x=0, t=o1 
II 
FIG. 6. The neighborhoods I and II 
vanishes along x2 = 0 and along t = 0. This shows that the extension 
defined by (3.0) is a solution of the homogeneous heat equation in the 
whole set II. Since this procedure could be applied to any point (I E S, 
the Lemma is established. 
LEMM.~ .4.3.2. Let li$(xl, x,)11$ exist. Let C$ = 0 outside a bounded 
compact set M in E2. Then16 
W,(x,, x2, 1) = +(El> E&(x,, ~2, t; E1,52, ‘4 dE, dE2 (3.1) 
is a soldiota of the homogeneous heat equation for t > 0, and approaches 
(5(x1, x2) as (a,, Z2, t) + (x1, x2, 0). It also has an a - 2 norm ; furthermore, 
there exists a co&ant C not depending on 4 such that 
( I W,(x,* X284 11% G c I I&$ x2) I 1% ; t > 0. (3.2) 
PROOF: The proof that W,(x,, x2, t) is a solution of the homogeneous 
heat equation and approaches the boundary values $(x1, x2) as 
(R,, &?> t) + (xi, x2, 0) is given, for example, in Courant-Hilbert [9, 
p. K&157]. 
By the change of variable cri = (Ei - xi)/2 vt Eq. (3.1) is changed 
intola 
W,(X,, x2, t) = (l/n) 
55 
+(x1 + 2a,Vt,x, + 2u,Vt)exP [- @I” + %‘)I &do2 
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from which form it readily follows that 
For t > 0, and since 4 vanishes outside a bounded set, it follows that 
one can differentiate (3.1) with respect to x under the integral sign, and 
then by integration by parts obtain, for example: 
and hence by the above reasoning obtain 
Since W, is a solution of the homogeneous heat equation, this procedure 
also estimates Wrt; hence, Lemma A.3.2 is proved. 
Theorem la now follows readily from Lemma A.3.1 and Lemma A.3.2. 
It also follows from these Lemmas that the boundary values along the 
base t = 0 in Theorem lb can be assumed to be zero, for we can always 
add a function as described in Lemma A.3.2. 
LEMMA A.3.3. Let +(x1, t) be defined in the plane x2 = 0; moreover, 
let +(x1, t) vanish outside a compact set and vanish for t < 0 and let 
lldh slllk exist, then’* 
is a solutiolz of the homogeneous heat equation in the quarter space, x2 > 0, 
t > 0 ; W(x,, x2, t) approaches zero as t + 0 and approaches #(x1, t) as 
(x1, if,, t) + (xl, 0, t) and W(x,, x2, t) has an a - 2 n07m and there exists 
a colzstant C independent of $ such that: 
PROOF: Clearly Lemmas A.3.1, A.3.2 and A.3.3 imply Theorem lb. 
However, the proof of Lemma A.3.3 is rather involved. 
The proof that W(x,, x2, t) is a solution of the homogeneous heat 
equation and takes on the boundary values $(x1, t) and is zero for t = 0 
is given, for example, in Harnack [15] or by some obvious modifications 
of the proof given in Courant-Hilbert [9, p. 1561 (also see Remark C 
below). The proof of statement (3.3) follows very closely the proofs of 
Lemmas A.3.2 and A.3.3 in Barrar [6]. We now proceed in a series of steps. 
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REMARK A, First, one notices that any solution of the homogeneous 
heat equation in the quarter space that vanishes uniformly in t as 
xi2 + xz2 -+ 00 must take on its maximum values on the plane t = 0 
or the plane x2 = 0. This follows readily from the observation that any 
internal point of the quarter space can be surrounded by an arbitrarily 
large rectangular parallelepiped two of whose sides are t = 0 and x2 = 0, 
and since the maximum value by Lemma 1 is taken on the boundary of 
the parallelepiped, this value must be on the side t = 0 or x2 = 0, since 
the values on the other sides can be made arbitrarily small. 
REMARK B. Since 4( xi, t) vanishes outside a compact set, it is obvious 
from the kernel G,2 that TV -+ 0 uniformlv as X,~ + ~~~~ + 00. 
REMARK C. Consider the four functions: 
i = 1,2, 3 
dii = Kronecker delta. 
By Remark B we notice that they all vanish uniformly as xi2 + xs2 400, 
and hence by Remark A they take on their maximum values on one of 
the two planes x2 = 0, t = 0. In this way by combining all the maximum 
values obtained we readily find: 
The only difficult estimate to make is that for W2(x1, 0, t) on the plane 
x2 = 0. By the change of variables (pi = (xi - 6,)/z j/t - q, cr2 = x,/21/t, 
1 = h/ZvT it can be written 
m 
W,(x, 0, t) = (2/n) 
ss 
[#x - JwJ2~ t - ve72)“) 
.A 
- +(x9 01 exp [- b12 + oz2)1 da, aa2 
- (2/44(% 4 jj exp [- (al2 + a22)] &Ji da,. 
0 
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Recalling that 11$(x, t) ( < H,(+)t afi, this can be estimated as (with C,, C,, 
C, suitably chosen constants) : 
+ C2 fLWVW exp (-- al21 % I 0 
or 
IWz(% 09 4 I < c, &(W. 
REMARK D. If 11$/1:,; exists we can use integration by parts and the 
heat equation itself to prove that W,,, W,,, lV,rr and W,, all exist 
and have an a - 2 norm majorized by llr4((r,2. However, W,, and W,,, 
give rise to new difficulties. We now investigate these difficulties. First 
of all integration by parts gives:ls 
W.2 = 2 
II 
g(5, q)G( ~1, ~2, t ; t, 0, q) d5 dqs 
W,12 = 2 
II 
iig(t,d - g(x,, t)lG,l@,, ~2, t; E,o,q)dtdq." 
with g(k d = A7 - AK. 
Secondly, it is easily shown that as t -+ 0, both W% and W,12 vanish 
and as x2 + 0 they respectively approach 
42(x, t) E +2(x, 0, t) = 2 II g(E, q)K(x, t; 6, rl) d5 dv la 
$12(x, 4 = $12(x, O,t) = 2 55 k(t,q) - g(x, t)lK,,(x, t; E,q) dtdrj la 
where 
K(x, t, 5,~) = (l/n@ - 7)) exp - (x - [)“/4(t - q). 
Thirdly, it is apparent that using the methods of the proof of Lemma 2 
(see Appendix 2) one can prove that +2 and & have 0~ norms with 
11#211c(b Camax Igl d Cb ~14h.2~ 
11~1211~~~cIl~lla~~d11~11~2~ 
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Fourthly, although 4s and W,, and 4r2 and I$-,,, do not meet the 
conditions of Remark C in that they do not necessarily vanish outside 
a bounded set, this can be readily adjusted by multiplying them by a 
function of class C” that is 1 on some compact set S” of interest and zero 
outside. Then the two newly derived functions (call them 4s and $,,) 
will give rise to two solutions (call them k, and It,,) of the homogeneous 
heat equation that assume the boundary values 0 on t = 0 and assume 
the boundary values $, and $r2 on x2 = 0. Applying Lemma X.3.1 to 
A, and FV,, and to h12 and TV,,,, respectively, we see that TV,.. and II’,,, 
have a-norms in the quarter space and thus Lemma -4.3.3 is proved. 
Appendix 4 
There exists a solution of the homogeneous heat equation for a region 
of class B - h. 
Petrowsky [12, p. 388 and Satz II, p. 3891 established the following 
theorem : 
THEOREM: For a bounded open connected set R, the Dirichlet problem 
can be solved for the homogeneous heat eqzsation if a barvier i,n the sense of 
Poincari can be found for every point of the boundary of R. 
REMARK: In the proof of Petrowsky’s theorem it is assumed that the 
homogeneous heat equation can be solved for a rectangular pyramid 
in E”+l. This result can be established in the following way: Since the 
transformation17 
zj = x;/t, I = - 1/t, 
W(x,, . . .) x,, t) = t- N2 
(, 
exp - 2 xi2/4t 
) 
U(fi, . . . , 5,, f) 
takes a solution U of the homogeneous heat equation into a solution W, 
the result for a rectangular pyramid follows when one applies the above 
transformation to the rectangular parallelepiped (1~~1 < 1, t 3 l}. 
For regions of class B - h and in fact all regions considered in this 
paper, it is a simple matter to check that the function 
B = [(v’/2t’) - c] (t’)-n/2 exp [- (r’)2/4t’] 
[with (Y’)~ = ,Z(xi - aJ2, t’ = t - b, and c an arbitrary positive constant] 
placed as in Fig. 7, is a barrier for the point y of the figure. 
l7 See Goursat [18, p. 2901. 
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The present paper contains the essential results of a Ph. D. thesis 
submitted to the University of Michigan in 1953, written under the 
direction of Professor E. H. Rothe. The author wishes to thank Professors 
r’z 2c 1’ 
t=b 
R 
FIG. 7. Placement of the barrier at q. 
E. H. Rothe and C. L. Dolph for their encouragement during the writing 
of this thesis. 
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